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VISION

In re-imagining modern education, our vision is to create a safe inspiring space,
cultivate happy lifelong learners, build character and nurture humble leaders
with the values of service while delivering academic excellence and fostering a
global perspective.’
 

MISSION
To create a safe learning space where we develop not just exceptional students,
but happy children. 
To provide students with a challenging educational environment within an
international community, focusing on a global curriculum, integrated with
technology, and a plethora of extracurricular activities to meet students’
individual needs.  With an objective to ensure a conducive environment, we have
dedicated a sprawling campus spread over an area of 10 acres comprising state of
art infrastructure and world class facilities. 
To adopt and promote the UN Sustainable Development Goal 4- Quality Education  
To pursue quality as an attitude and strive to develop students with rational
thinking based on a strong foundation of ethics and moral values, build on the
proven success of Indian education, while assimilating developments of the
modern scientific world in our curriculum. 
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Our Mentor

An eminent educationist with over 25 years of experience in the field of education.
She has been widely appreciated for her work in the field and has been honored
with several awards and recognitions. She firmly believes in creating value for
society through nurturing and empowering young minds, leading them to become
aware, responsible and ethical human beings who believe in strong values and
relations in the modern world.

A totally peoples’ person, she enjoys being with children and learns from their
experiences, joys, and failures. Spirituality and values are very close to her heart
and she believes that strong roots of values and culture strengthen character and
ensure righteousness. She inspires as a fine blend of tradition and modernity, where
Love for the motherland settles the soul and modernity of thought liberates the
mind to think, innovate and create.

Her guiding lines are, "One day we are all going to be a memory….we must truly

try to be a good one. The smiles on the faces of my students, as they express

their love and trust, encourage me to work for them and give purpose to my life. I

am driven by their faith and love. Their never-ending support pushes me further

and allows me to be me. I keep reminding myself to be a learner and seek means

and ways to enrich myself.

I am forever inspired by the lines:

"Life is short, break the rules, forgive quickly, kiss slowly, love truly, laugh

uncontrollably, and never regret anything that made you smile.” 

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn't do

than by the ones you did. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe

harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails... Explore. Dream. Discover….."



Lerning Theme   
World Around Me

Learning Beyond 

Boundaries

These are extremely testing times for all

of us. But as it is said- Tough times last,

but tough people last longer…

We shall all fight this together and

emerge victorious.

We are therefore, inclined to bring the

school inside the comfort of your homes.

These new ways will certainly open up

new opportunities for the students and

for us. 

Happy Learning to all!!!

Rashmi Kapoor

Sr. Headmistress
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GREEN DAY CELEBRATION

"Educating
the mind
without

educating the
heart is no

education at
all."

 EVENTS GALORE



Chocolate day

celebration

Celebrations are always
times for fun. Being at
home cannot stop us from
meeting our friends and
enjoying with them.
The chocoholics at
Sarvottam International
School celebrated
'Chocolate Day' on
July 10th, 2020 in a
scrumptious way.
Through videos and
presentations the young
sarvottamites learnt to
make delicious chocolates
alongside their affect on
health. Lip-smacking
chocolate recipe to
prepare chocolate
lollipops' was the highlight
of the day!

“Learning
never

exhausts the
mind.”

 EVENTS GALORE
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“A man's
mind,

stretched by
new ideas,
may never

return to its
original

dimensions.
”

 EVENTS GALORE



“You can teach a
student a lesson for a

day; but if you can
teach him to learn by
creating curiosity, he

will continue the
learning process as
long as he lives.”

“The character of a nation is
reflected
 in the condition of her
animals.”
The Kindergartners enjoyed a
fulfilled Jungle Day, a fancy
dress event from their homes.
The purpose of conducting the
competition was to develop
confidence in students by
giving them an opportunity to
speak in front of all
 class mates on an online
platform. The effort and hard
work of parents and children
was highly commendable.
They dressed up as panda,
zebra, tortoise,  monkey ,  tiger,
lion etc and emphasized upon
 the need to save animals and
their habitats.

 EVENTS GALORE



“THE  AIM  OF

EDUCATION  IS

THE

KNOWLEDGE ,

NOT  OF

FACTS ,  BUT

OF  VALUES . ”

 EVENTS GALORE



Creative Expressions &
kodak Moments

"The desire to create is one of the deepest yearnings of
the human soul."



Creative Expressions &
kodak Moments

"Creativity is
intelligence
having fun."



Creative Expressions &
kodak Moments

“Creativity is a natural extension of our enthusiasm.”



WHY I CHOSE TO BE A TEACHER

When I consider why I want to become a teacher it is difficult for me

to pinpoint specific reasons. Teaching is a career where you are able to

make a difference. While you rarely see the finished product in one

day, the feeling at the end of term, seeing your students achieve their

potential and succeed, are the rewards for this demanding and

challenging job. Spending time with children and watching them learn

offers such fulfillment. Teaching is a full time job. Teachers do more

than teach, and their impact extends far beyond the classroom. As a

teacher, you are more than just an educator; you are a mentor and a

friend. One of the most common reasons to become a teacher is to

make a difference in the lives of as many students as you can.

Essentially, becoming a teacher lets you take part in shaping the next

generation.

 I chose to be a teacher because for me teaching is not just a

profession, it is a mission. It is a true vocation. Children, who are like

clay are moulded and shaped by the hands of a teacher. The love and

affection, the respect that students shower on a teacher is beyond

explanation.

Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru very rightly once said, “The destiny of

a nation is shaped in the classrooms.” In a nutshell, no career, no work

can be more rewarding than that of a teacher”.

                                                   

                                                                                Honey Kapoor

                                                                                 Grade 1
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Life is happening 

here..... 

www.sarvottamnoida.com


